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Abstract. The Alamouti code can obtain the diversity gain utilizing the transmitting signal orthogonally without
the use of a complicated decoding scheme. The modified Alamouti code for the ultraviolet (UV) communication
system is studied in theoretical analysis, MATLAB® simulation, and offline experiment. The theoretical analysis
and simulation results indicate that the usage of the Alamouti code in the UV communication system can achieve
a higher diversity gain and reduce the system bit error rate more effectively than the single-input single-output
and single-input multiple-output technologies. The experiments were performed to verify the simulation results.
Next, we analyzed the discrepancy between the simulation results and the experimental results. These studies
are helpful for UV multiple-input multiple-output communication system design and implementation. © The Authors.
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1 Introduction
Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology1 spa-
tially extends the communication resources and achieves
spatial diversity and multiplexing using multiple input and
multiple output antenna technology. It yields a larger channel
capacity and better transmission reliability.2,3

The Space Time Code (STC) is the typical representative
of MIMO technology. STC encodes the original transmitting
sequences into redundant sequences using a two-dimen-
sional interval and spatial encoding method. The encoded
signals are transmitted in parallel using the multiple transmit-
ting antennas.4

The Alamouti5 code is one of the simplest and useful STC
methods that is suitable for two transmitting antennas. The
code obtains the diversity gain via the orthogonality between
the different transmitting antennas and linear convergence of
the different receiving antennas.

Ultraviolet (UV) communication is an emerging and safe
communication method whereby data are transmitted by
using the scattering of UV light in the atmosphere with
its capabilities of nonline-of-sight (NLOS) communication,
anti-interception, and anti-interference. However, UV com-
munication has disadvantages, such as multipath fading and
intersymbol interference.6

Few studies have been performed to enhance the UV sys-
tem using MIMO technology. MIMO technology was stud-
ied for infrared7 and for lasers in atmospheric channels with
coherent detection8 and pulse-position modulation (PPM).9

A series of research identified the types of space-time coding
in the UV system,10,11 and the receiver of UV MIMO system
was designed theoretically,12 but they did not involve any
real environment experiments.

In this paper, the modified Alamouti code is adopted in
the UV communication system to obtain the diversity gain

by utilizing the orthogonality of the transmitting signals.
The simulation results and offline experimental results
indicate that the Alamouti code can reduce the system bit
error rate (BER) more effectively than the single-input sin-
gle-output (SISO) and single-input multiple-output (SIMO)
technologies.

The paper is organized as follows. Following the intro-
duction in Sec. 1, the system model of NLOS UV MIMO
communication system with modified Alamouti encoding
and decoding is presented in Sec. 2. The simulation sche-
matics and results are described in Sec. 3. Section 4 describes
the system offline experiments. Section 5 analyzes the differ-
ence between the simulation results and the experimental
results. The conclusion of the paper is provided in Sec. 6.

Throughout the paper, f·g denotes a set, vectors are
denoted by boldface lowercase letters, and matrices are
denoted by boldface uppercase letters.

2 System Model of Nonline-of-Sight Ultraviolet
Multiple-Input Multiple-Output Communication
with Modified Alamouti Code

2.1 System Model

In the UV communication system, the transmitted signal has
intensity modulations, such as ON-OFF keying (OOK) and
PPM, because the negative signal cannot be detected at the
receiver, such as that in the free-space optical systems.13

In this paper, a modified Alamouti code that Simon and
Vilnrotter proposed14 with OOK modulation is adopted in
the UV communication system. The schematic diagram of
the 2 × 2 UV MIMO communication system is illustrated
in Fig. 1. The system consists of three parts. The first
part is the transmitters, where two UV light-emitting diodes
(LEDs) are modulated to carry the data with the modified
Alamouti encoding. The propagation channel is an NLOS
UV communication link, through which the UV light
becomes scattered. The third part is the receivers, where*Address all correspondence to: Li Guo, E-mail: guoli@bupt.edu.cn
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two photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) are used for light detec-
tion before the modified Alamouti decoding.

The geometrical diagram of the 2 × 2MIMOUV commu-
nication system is shown in Fig. 2. The transmitter (Tx)
beam full-width divergence angle is denoted by φ1, the
receiver (Rx) field-of-view angle is denoted by φ2, the Tx
elevation angle is denoted by θ1, Rx elevation angle is
denoted by θ2, and the Tx and Rx baseline distance is
denoted by r. Both the distances between the two Tx anten-
nas and that between the two PMTs are d.

2.2 Modified Alamouti Code in NonLine-of-Sight
Ultraviolet Multiple-Input Multiple-Output
Communication System

In the conventional Alamouti code, x1, x2 are transmitted
from Tx1 and Tx2, respectively, in the first bit interval,
and −x2, x1 are transmitted from Tx1 and Tx2, respectively,
in the second bit interval. All of the transmitted signals are
real number signals in the UV communication system, so the
modified Alamouti code14 is used in the NLOS UV commu-
nication system.

Assume that two signals x1 and x2 are sent at Tx1 and
Tx2, respectively, in the 2 × 2 UV system, and x1, x2
each ranges over the signal set f0; Ag, where A is the ampli-
tude of the transmitted signal related to the intensity of the
light source. The modified code matrix14 is denoted by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;63;294X ¼
�
x1 A − x2
x2 x1

�
: (1)

The first column of X denotes the transmitted signals from
the two antennas, in the first bit interval, and the second col-
umn denotes the transmitted signals from two antennas in
the second bit interval. From the matrix, we recognize that
the transmitted signal is always non-negative. The channel
gain matrix is denoted by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;326;519Hðθ1; θ2;φ1;φ2; r; dÞ

¼
�
h11ðθ1; θ2;φ1;φ2; r11; dÞ h12ðθ1; θ2;φ1;φ2; r12; dÞ
h21ðθ1; θ2;φ1;φ2; r21; dÞ h22ðθ1; θ2;φ1;φ2; r22; dÞ

�
:

(2)

AMonte Carlo model15 is adopted as the NLOSUV scattering
channel. hjiðθ1; θ2;φ1;φ2; rji; dÞ is the channel gain from
the i’th transmitting antenna to the j’th receiving PMT, and
rji is the distance between the i’th transmitting antenna and
the j’th receiving PMT, where i, j ∈ f1;2g; the elements
hjiðθ1; θ2;φ1;φ2; rji; dÞ of Hðθ1; θ2;φ1;φ2; r; dÞ are real
numbers, which are only related to θ1, θ2, φ1, φ2, r, and d.

The received signals of the l’th PMT in the first bit inter-
val yl1 and the second bit interval yl2, l ¼ 1, 2, are given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;326;344

yl1 ¼ x1hl1ðθ1; θ2;φ1;φ2; rl1; dÞ
þ x2hl2ðθ1; θ2;φ1;φ2; rl2; dÞ þ nl1;

yl2 ¼ ðA − x2Þhl1ðθ1; θ2;φ1;φ2; rl1; dÞ
þ x1hl2ðθ1; θ2;φ1;φ2; rl2; dÞ þ nl2; (3)

where nl1 and nl2 are independent receiving noises in the two
receivers, which consist of sunlight noise, PMT dark current
noise, and receiver transimpedance amplifier (TIA) output
noise.

The analog-to-digital converter converts the analog signal
ylil, i ¼ 1, 2 to the corresponding digital signal; the digital
signal is then processed through the integrate-and-dump
filter, which is a matched filter used for maximizing the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the presence of additive sto-
chastic noise.

Assuming the channel gain and the amplitude of the trans-
mitted signal are pre-known by the receivers, the receivers
can use yl1, yl2 signals to reconstruct the transmitted signals
x1, x2 as x̃1, x̃2, where x̃1, x̃2 are denoted by the following
formulas:

Fig. 1 Nonline-of-sight (NLOS) ultraviolet (UV) multiple-input multiple-output communication system
schematic diagram.

Fig. 2 NLOS UV communication link geometry, depicting elevated
beam full-width divergence and field of view.
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;63;752

x̃1 ¼
XL¼2

l¼1

yl1hl1ðθ1;θ2;φ1;φ2; rl1; dÞ

þ
XL¼2

l¼1

yl2hl2ðθ1;θ2;φ1;φ2; rl2; dÞ

−A
XL¼2

l¼1

hl1ðθ1;θ2;φ1;φ2; rl1; dÞhl2ðθ1;θ2;φ1;φ2; rl2; dÞ;

x̃2 ¼
XL¼2

l¼1

yl1hl2ðθ1;θ2;φ1;φ2; rl2; dÞ

−
XL¼2

l¼1

yl2hl1ðθ1;θ2;φ1;φ2; rl1; dÞ

þA
XL¼2

l¼1

h2l1ðθ1;θ2;φ1;φ2; rl1; dÞ: (4)

Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (4), we obtain the following
simplified results:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;63;519

x̃1¼x1
XL¼2

l¼1

½h2l1ðθ1;θ2;φ1;φ2;rl1;dÞþh2l2ðθ1;θ2;φ1;φ2;rl2;dÞ�

þ
XL¼2

l¼1

½nl1hl1ðθ1;θ2;φ1;φ2;rl1;dÞ

þnl2hl2ðθ1;θ2;φ1;φ2;rl2;dÞ�;

x̃2¼x2
XL¼2

l¼1

½h2l1ðθ1;θ2;φ1;φ2;rl1;dÞþh2l2ðθ1;θ2;φ1;φ2;rl2;dÞ�

þ
XL¼2

l¼1

½nl1hl2ðθ1;θ2;φ1;φ2;rl2;dÞ

−nl2hl1ðθ1;θ2;φ1;φ2;rl1;dÞ�: (5)

From Eq. (5), we can see the interference between two Tx
antennas is eliminated due to the contribution of the modified
Alamouti code.

The maximum likelihood (ML) decision rule is used,
which requires both the received signals and the transmitted
signal set. As the pair of transmitted signals is independently
chosen from the signal set, the best decision made separately
on each of them is given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;63;244

bxi ¼ argmin
xi

�
ðx̃i − xiÞ2 þ

�XL¼2

l¼1

½h2l1ðθ1; θ2;φ1;φ2; rl1; dÞ

þ h2l2ðθ1; θ2;φ1;φ2; rl2; dÞ� − 1

�
x2i

�
; (6)

where xi, i ¼ 1, 2 ranges over the signal set f0; Ag. From
Eq. (6), the ML decision method strongly depends on the
channel state information (CSI). Thus, the performance of
the modified Alamouti code in UV communication is deter-
mined by how perfect the channel state information obtained
by the receivers is.

3 Simulation and Results
The simulations were based on the MATLAB® platform.
Pseudo-noise (PN) sequences were OOK modulated and
encoded as the modified Alamouti code. The NLOS UV sin-
gle-scatter model is too simple and easily neglected, so
multiple-scattering model is adopted. The scattering of pho-
ton is random and multiple-scattering process is a succession
of elementary events whose probability laws are known.16

To depict the photon multiple-scattering phenomenon, the
Monte Carlo method is adopted to obtain the UV commu-
nication system channel fading factors. The PMT amplifica-
tion factor was 6.3 × 105 and the PMT cathode radiant
sensitivity (265 nm) was 62 mA∕W. The sunlight noise and
the TIA output noise were set, obeying the normal distribu-
tion. The PMT dark current noise was set fixed. The simu-
lation parameters are listed in Column 1 of Table 1.

In the first simulation, we considered the system BER per-
formance with respect to the distance between Tx and Rx. The
Tx and Rx elevation angles were both fixed at 10 deg. The
distances between the two LEDs and the two PMTs were
both set at 2 m. The distance between the Tx and the Rx
ranged from 8 to 30 m. The BERs of the UV system
using SISO, 1 × 2 maximal ratio combining (MRC), 2 × 1
Alamouti code, and 2 × 2 Alamouti code were compared.
The simulation result is shown in Fig. 3. The modified
Alamouti code exhibits better performance in the UV commu-
nication system. The diversity gain of the 2 × 1 Alamouti
code scheme has better performance compared with that of
the SISO. According to Ref. 5, the 2 × 1 Alamouti code
transmission system has the same diversity gain as the 1 × 2
receiving diversity system. In Fig. 3, the performances of
the 1 × 2 MRC and the 2 × 1 Alamouti code systems are
almost the same because the channel difference between
h12ðθ1; θ2;φ1;φ2; r12; dÞ and h21ðθ1; θ2;φ1;φ2; r21; dÞ is so
small. The diversity gain of the 2 × 2 Alamouti code scheme
is twice of that in the 2 × 1 Alamouti code scheme, as found
from the slope of the two respective curves. When the distance
increased, the number of received photons decreased, thus
leading to the decrease of SNR. In Fig. 3, the BER of
2 × 2 Alamouti is ∼10−1.4 and the BER of SISO is
∼10−0.9 when distance is 25 m. The simulation shows the
modified Alamouti code can have both transmitting diversity
gain and receiving diversity gain, and it works well in an
NLOS UV communication system.

In the second simulation, the Tx elevation anglewas fixed at
10 deg, the distance between the Tx and the Rx was 15 m, and
theRxelevation angle ranged from0 to27deg.Wecan see from
the results in Fig. 4 that the performance becomes worse with
the increase of the Rx elevation angle. When the Rx elevation
angle increased, the decreased number of received photons
leads to the decrease of SNR. In Fig. 4, the BER of 2 × 2
Alamouti is ∼10−1 and the BER of SISO is ∼10−0.82 when
Rx elevation angle is 24 deg. In the third simulation, the Rx
elevation angle was fixed at 10 deg, the distance between Tx
and Rx was 15 m, and the Tx elevation angle ranged from 0
to 27 deg. The simulation result in Fig. 5 shows that when
the Tx elevation angle increases, the BER becomes higher.
The increased Tx elevation angle also leads to the decrease
of SNR. In Fig. 5, the BER of 2 × 2 Alamouti is 10−0.8 and
the BER of SISO is ∼10−0.7 when Tx elevation angle is
24 deg. As the path loss is relevant to the Tx and Rx elevation
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angles,17 the performance is found to decreasewith the increase
of either the Tx elevation angle or the Rx elevation angle.

Although the fading in UV channel became worse because
the distance and Rx elevation angle increased, respectively,
MIMO still performed the best. As the distance and Rx eleva-
tion angle increase, especially>25 m and 24 deg, respectively,
the SNR is too low with current transmitting power and the
advantage of MIMO is not so obvious. So the four curves
of Figs. 3 and 4 became close to each other, respectively.

4 System Experiment
Offline experiments based on a solar blind UV test-bed at the
wavelength of 265 nm were performed. At the transmitter,

a series of PN sequences were generated and encoded as
the modified Alamouti code. Next, the encoded sequences
were read by the signal generator to transmit.

At the receiver, two PMTs were set to receive the UV sig-
nal. The received UV light was changed to electronic signals
by PMTs and the BER of the algorithm was calculated.

The experiment was performed on January 27, 2015,
indoors. The detail of the experiment is shown in Fig. 6.
The parameters of the experiment are presented in
Column 2 of Table 1.

From Sec. 2, we know that the CSI is necessary in
Alamouti scheme. So the CSI must be measured before
the data transmission. In radio frequency communications,
one ordinary way to get the CSI is to send sinusoidal

Fig. 3 Bit error rate (BER) with respect to distance, using single-input
single-output (SISO), 1 × 2 maximal ratio combining (MRC), the 2 × 1
Alamouti code scheme, and the 2 × 2 modified Alamouti code scheme
when the transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) elevation angles are 10 deg.

Fig. 4 BER with respect to Rx elevation angle using SISO, 1 × 2
MRC, the 2 × 1 Alamouti code scheme, and the 2 × 2 modified
Alamouti code scheme when the Tx elevation angle is 10 deg.

Table 1 Comparison between the simulation and the experiment parameters.

Parameters Column 1 Column 2

Number of PMTs 2 2

Power of UV source 1 mW 0.3 mW

Tx BFWD angle 17 deg 120 deg

Rx FOV angle 15 deg 30 deg

Distance between two PMTs 2 m 0.2 m

Distance between two UV LEDs 2 m 0.2 m

Transmitter elevation angle 0 to 27 deg, in 3 deg steps 0 to 27 deg, in 3 deg steps

Receiver elevation angle 0 to 27 deg, in 3 deg steps 0 to 27 deg, in 3 deg steps

Distance between the transmitters and the receivers 8 to 30 m, in 2 m steps 3 to 10.8 m, in 0.6 m steps

UV wavelength 265 nm 265 nm

Solar filter transmittance 0.2 0.2

Data rate of transfer 100 kbps 125 kbps

Sampling rate of ADC 8 MHz 2.5 MHz

Number of samples 80 20

Note: PMT, photomultiplier tube; UV, ultraviolet; Tx, transmitter; BFWD, beam full-width divergence; Rx, receiver; FOV, field of view; LED, light-
emitting diode; ADC, analog-to-digital converter.
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waves and calculate the CSI using the amplitude and phase
of the received signal.18 Based on this method, the CSI
measurement in our system follows the steps below.

First, LED1 sends a series of data “1,” and the two receiv-
ers receive signals separately. These received signals are
used to determine the channel gain from transmitter 1.
Next, LED2 sends a series of data “1” alone, and the two
receivers receive the signals separately, which is used to
obtain the UV channel gain from this transmitter. After the
procedure above, hjiðθ1; θ2;φ1;φ2; rji; dÞ is calculated and
used in the following data transmission.

When the transmission of the real data starts, both of the
LEDs operate to transmit the encoded signals simultane-
ously. The Align Phase button on the signal generator is
pressed to ensure that the two signals are transmitted syn-
chronously in the whole real data communication period.

5 Experimental Results and Analysis

5.1 Experiment 1: Bit Error Rate Performance Versus
Distance with Single-Input Single-Output, 1 × 2
Maximal Ratio Combining, Modified 2× 1
Alamouti Code, and Modified 2× 2 Alamouti Code

Figure 7 shows the BER performances of SISO, 1 × 2MRC,
modified 2 × 1 Alamouti code, and modified 2 × 2 Alamouti
code versus distance in the experiments. The result shows
that the 2 × 2 Alamouti code has a great advantage over
the others regarding the BER performance. 1 × 2 MRC per-
forms better than 2 × 1 Alamouti code when the distance is
<4 m, and a little worse when the distance ranges from 4 to

9 m. When the distance becomes >9 m, the two algorithms
turn to be almost the same. SISO performs the worst of all.
The trend of BER versus distance of the four algorithms in
the experiment is similar to those of the simulation results,
which can be illustrated by the diversity gain. 2 × 1Alamouti
code and 1 × 2 MRC have the same diversity gain, which is
less than that of 2 × 2 Alamouti code. SISO has no diversity
gain. We also notice that the BER of the experiment result is
much larger than that in the simulation result, and the trans-
mission distance is much shorter.

5.2 Experiment 2: Bit Error Rate Performance
Versus Transmitter Elevation and Receiver
Elevation with the Modified 2 × 1 Alamouti Code
and the Modified 2 × 2 Alamouti Code

Experiment 2 was performed to compare the modified 2 × 1
Alamouti code and the modified 2 × 2 Alamouti code
more deeply. Figure 8 shows the BER performance of the
Alamouti code versus the Tx elevation angle, and Fig. 9
shows the BER performance of the Alamouti code versus
the Rx elevation angle. As the results show, 2 × 2
Alamouti code outperforms 2 × 1 Alamouti code. Notice
that when the Tx elevation angle varies, 2 × 2 Alamouti
code is much more instable than 2 × 1 Alamouti code,
which is quite different from the simulation results. As
the Alamouti code needs CSI to decode, 2 × 2 Alamouti
code needs more information than 2 × 1 Alamouti code.
The inaccuracy of the measure of CSI will cause more
error in 2 × 2 Alamouti code. In Figs. 8 and 9, the BER
of 2 × 1 Alamouti code and 2 × 2 Alamouti code mostly

Fig. 5 BER with respect to Tx elevation angle using SISO, 1 × 2
MRC, the 2 × 1 Alamouti code scheme, and the 2 × 2 modified
Alamouti code scheme when the Rx elevation angle is 10 deg.

Fig. 6 Implementation of the offline experiment.

Fig. 7 BER performance of four algorithms versus distance with Tx
elevation of 10 deg and Rx elevation 0.
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grow slightly. Here is some analysis of this phenomenon.
In normal UV communication, the receivers receive UV
light from the transmitters through the atmosphere scattering.
Owing to the cold weather, our experiments were carried
indoors and the distance between the transmitters (or receiv-
ers) and the ceiling is ∼3 m. Because of this, there would be
some strong light reflection in the experiment in addition to
the atmosphere scattering. When the Rx elevation is fixed
at 10 deg and the Tx elevation angle increases, the fixed
receiver can always receive the UV light well because of
the reflection from the ceiling and the atmosphere scattering.
So the BER of each curve in Fig. 8 is almost the same.
Meantime, when the Tx elevation is fixed at 10 deg and
the Rx elevation angle grows, the receivers cannot always
receive the UV light well especially when the Rx elevation
grows to 12 deg or more. So in Fig. 9, when the Rx elevation
grows from 0 to 9 deg, the BER value grows slightly. And the
BER becomes bigger when the Rx elevation grows to 12 deg
or more. Besides, the BER value of experimental result is
worse than that of the simulation result.

5.3 Thoughts and Analysis of the Experimental
Results and Simulation Results

As shown above, the BER of the experimental results is
much larger than that in the simulation results. Many factors

underlay. In our opinion, the most important reason for the
results is that the CSI earned in the experiment is not accu-
rate. As shown in Sec. 3, the CSI is extremely important for
the Alamouti code. Inaccuracy of the CSI estimation will
lead to calculation error when decoded, which will obviously
increase the number of error bits. In our experiment, for the
efficiency of the data transmission, we only acquired the UV
CSI at the beginning of the communication, which is used in
the whole data communication period. And the UV MIMO
CSI is time varying, which leads to imperfection in the CSI
used in the receivers. Thus, the obtainment and estimation of
the CSI is a critical job in the Alamouti code scheme for the
whole information transmission.

6 Conclusion
The Alamouti code utilizes the transmitting signal orthogo-
nally and obtains the diversity gain with the use of a simple
decoding scheme. The modified Alamouti code is used in the
UV MIMO communication system to adopt the UV commu-
nication character and obtain the diversity gain. As a result of
our simulation and offline experiment, we conclude that a
lower system BER can be achieved compared with that of
the SISO or SIMO system. The numerical results from
the MATLAB® simulation and the offline experiment were
analyzed. As Alamouti code scheme takes CSI as an essen-
tial part, which is difficult to obtain and maintain in the real
application cases, the application of the Alamouti code and
even other MIMO schemes with the need of perfect CSI is
limited. Study of the other STC without the need of channel
information for the UV communication system is important
and necessary.
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